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MODELING CONNECTIVE SPECTRA VIA
MULTICATEGORIES
DANIEL FUENTES-KEUTHAN
Abstract. We put a model structure on a full subcategory of based
multicategories in which the weak equivalences are created by the K-
theory functor of Elmendorf-Mandell, providing a model categorical lift
of Thomason’s theorem on the modeling of connective spectra by sym-
metric monoidal categories. We note that this lifts to a semi-model
structure on based multicategories itself. As a corollary we show that to
model connective spectra up to stable equivalence it suffices to restrict
to symmetric monoidal groupoids.
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Introduction
In [S72], Segal introduced Γ-spaces as a combinatorial model for con-
nective spectra, proving an equivalence between the homotopy category of
connective spectra and a suitable homotopy category of Γ-spaces in which
the weak equivalences are the so called stable ones. A Γ-space is a con-
travariant functor from Segal’s category Γ to pointed simplicial sets. The
category Γ is a skeletal category of finite pointed sets and so the category
of Γ-spaces is equivalent to the category sSetF in∗∗ of functors from finite
pointed sets to pointed simplicial sets, but we will use the standard name
Γ-sSet to refer to this category. In [BF78] Bousfield and Frielander showed
that the generalized Reedy model structure on Γ-sSet could be localized to
expand the class of weak equivalences to the stable equivalences of Segal.
This put Segal’s theorem in a model categorical context and provided a fully
fledged homotopy theory of connective spectra.
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In [S72] (see also [EM06]) Segal also describes a process for obtaining
a Γ-spaces, and hence also a connective spectrum, from a small symmet-
ric monoidal category. When applied to the category of finitely generated
projective modules over a commutative ring this spectrum agrees with the
usual algebraic K-theory. For this reason Segal’s construction is referred to
as the K-theory of a symmetric monoidal category. This naturally raises
the question: which connective spectra arise (up to stable equivalence) from
this construction?
This question was answered by Thomason [T95], and refined by Mandell
[M10]. In fact all connective spectra arise in this way. If we consider the
category SymMonCat of symmetric monoidal categories and lax monoidal
functors as a category with weak equivalences created by Segal’s K-theory
then we obtain
Theorem 0.1 (Thomason). Segal’s construction induces an equivalence of
homotopy categories
SymMonCat→ ConnSpectra
In particular every connective spectrum is related by stable equivalence to
the K-theory spectrum of a symmetric monoidal category.
Earlier Thomason [T80] proved a similar theorem in unstable homotopy
theory, an equivalence between the homotopy category of spaces and a suit-
able homotopy category of small categories, by introducing the Thomason
model structure on Cat via a right transfer of the Kan model structure and
proving that the resulting Quillen adjunction was a Quillen equivalence.
Hence Theorem 0.1 is almost the complete analog in stable homotopy the-
ory of this result, except that it is a statement on the level of homotopy
categories, rather than at the level of a model structure on SymMonCat.
Our main result is Theorem 4.1, which aims to fill this gap by estab-
lishing a model structure on a category similar to SymMonCat which is
Quillen Equivalent to a suitable model of connective spectra. We detail
these structures now.
The category SymMonCat is not cocomplete, and so cannot carry a
model structure. In [EM09] Elmendorf and Mandell extend the domain of
their refinement of Segal’s K-theory construction developed in [EM06] to
the category of based multicategories, Mult∗. We detail this extension in
the next section. Among other benefits recounted in [EM09], this category
serves as a sort of colimit completion of the category SymMonCat, fixing the
first obstruction to capturing Theorem 0.1 at the level of model categories.
In [S99] Schwede considers a Quillen equivalent model structure on Γ-sSet
in which one starts with the projective model structure and localizes again
with respect to the same stable equivalences. This model structure is re-
ferred to as the stable Q-model structure, and for our purposes will be taken
as our model of the homotopy theory of connective spectra. In the Q-model
structure the property of being a fibration is easier to check than in the
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Bousfield-Friedlander model structure, which will be beneficial to us. We
summarize the properties of this model structure;
Definition 0.2. We make use of the following vocabulary for a given natural
transformation α : X• → Y• of Γ-spaces.
• A strict Q-weak equivalence is a levelwise weak equivalence of sim-
plicial sets.
• A strict Q-fibration is a levelwise fibration.
• A strict Q-cofibration is a morphism with the left lifting property
against any map which is a trivial strict Q-fibration.
In the stable case we have
• A stable Q-weak equivalence is a morphism which induced isomor-
phisms of homotopy groups for the connective spectra associated to
X•, Y• in [S72].
• A stable Q-cofibration is a strict Q-cofibration.
• A stable Q-fibration is morphism which has the right lifting property
against any map which is a trivial stable Q-cofibration.
The notions of strict Q-cofibration, fibration, and weak equivalence make
Γ-sSet into a simplicial model category. Likewise we have
Theorem 0.3 (Schwede). The stable Q-cofibrations, Q-fibrations and Q-
equivalences make the category Γ-sSet into a cofibrantly generated simplicial
model category. A Γ-space X is stably Q-fibrant if and only if
• For each n, Xn is a Kan complex.
• π0(X1) is an abelian group.
• X satisfies the Segal condition, for each n there are equivalences
Xn
≃
−→ X1 ×X1 × · · ·X1
Furthermore, a strict Q-fibration between stably Q-fibrant Γ-sSets is a stable
Q-fibration.
Remark 0.4. When a Γ-space satisfies the third conditions above it is often
called special, and if it satisfies the second and third condition it is called
very special. Thus the stably fibrant objects are the levelwise fibrant very
special Γ-sSets.
The breakdown of this paper is as follows:
(1) In Section 1 we recall definitions and facts about (based) mutli-
categories and their accompanying K-theory spectra as studies in
[EM09].
(2) In Section 2 we make a digression to study the homtopy theory of
the category G∗-sSet of symmetric functors introduced in [EM06] to
define the K-theory of multifunctors. We establish the existence
of a model structure on G∗-sSet which is Quillen equivalent to the
stable Q-model structure. This model structure may be of future
independent interest.
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(3) In Section 3 we study a full subcategory of Mult∗, which we call
ModE . Objects in this subcategory have a particularly nice form,
identified in Proposition 3.3.
(4) In Section 4 we establish our first main theorem, Theorem 4.1, which
states the existence of a model structure on ModE , The K-theory
spectrum of every based multicategory is isomorphic to theK-theory
of an object of ModE so in a very strict sense no information is lost
in this restriction. Indeed our second main theorem, Theorem 4.14,
establishes this formally by showing that the K-theory functor of
[EM09] is a right Quillen equivalence between our model structure
on ModE and the stable Q-model structure on Γ-sSet, providing the
desired model categorical lift of Theorem 0.1.
We note also that the model structure of Theorem 4.1 lifts natu-
rally to a semi -model structure (see Def 4.9) on Mult∗ itself. While
weaker than a model structure, a semi-model structure provides all
of the usual model categorical tools when one works amongst the
cofibrant objects. Though our techniques only allow us to establish
this weaker notion, it is possible that this semi-model structure is in
fact a full model structure.
(5) In Section 5 we examine the fibrant objects of our model structure on
ModE and obtain a refinement of Thomason’s theorem by showing
that every connective spectrum is stably equivalent to the K-theory
of a symmetric monoidal groupoid. This is our Theorem 5.3.
Acknowledgements. The authors is grateful to his advisor Emily Riehl
for many helpful discussions on this topic and for reading several drafts of
this article.
1. The K-Theory of Based Multicategories
In this section we briefly recall the theory of multicategories and the K-
theory construction of Elmendorf-Mandell given in [EM09], where proofs
and detailed exposition of what follows may be found.
Definition 1.1. A multicategory M consists of
• A collection of objects
• For each collection of objects a1, . . . , an, b with n ≥ 0 a set
M(a1, . . . , an : b)
of “n-arrows”, which we also call the multi-homsets or multi-morphism
sets.
• For each collection of objects a1, . . . , an, b with n ≥ 0 and permuta-
tion σ ∈ Σn an isomorphism
σ∗ :M(a1, . . . , an : b)
∼=
−→M(aσ(1), . . . , aσ(n) : b)
• Composition maps
M(b1, . . . , bn : c)×M(a
1
1, . . . , a
1
m1
: b1)×· · ·×M(a
n
1 , . . . , a
n
mn : bn)→M(a
1
1, . . . , a
n
mn : c)
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• For each a a unit element 1a ∈ M(a : a) for the composition.
In addition the composition is required to be appropriately asso-
ciative and respects permutations and units.
Remark 1.2. What we have defined here ought to be called a symmetric
multicategory, but we will use the shorter term multicategory instead.
Every multicategory has an underlying category by forgetting the n-
arrows for n not equal to 1, and every category can be made into a multi-
category by letting the multimorphism sets be empty when the source has
less or more than one object. The natural morphisms between multicate-
gories are multifunctors which are morphisms that preserve all of the above
structure.
Example 1.3. Every symmetric monoidal category (M,⊗) can be considered
as a multicategory withM(a1, . . . , an : b) =M(a1⊗· · ·⊗an, b). In general a
multicategory can be thought of us a “virtual” symmetric monoidal category,
where we do not actually require objects x⊗ y to exist in our category, but
to which we can refer to externally via the multi-hom functors M(x, y : −).
Many of the familiar constructions involving symmetric monoidal cate-
gories carry over to multicategories.
Definition 1.4. A commutative monoid in a multicategory M is an object
a ∈ M together with a distinguished element µn ∈M(a, . . . , a : a) for each
n, such that the composition maps preserve the collection {µm} in the sense
that for each n,m1, . . . ,mn we have
µn ◦ (µm1 , . . . , µmn) = µm1+···+mn
The idea is that in a commutative monoid a there is a non ambiguous
way to “multiply n elements of a” due to associativity and commutativity.
Because all monoids we consider will be commutative we usually omit this
term and simply refer to them as monoids.
Because multicategories can be difficult to get a handle on, it will be
useful to have external characterizations of objects like monoids. Let ∗ be
the terminal multicategory, consisting of one object and a single n-arrow for
each n. With a little thought one sees
Lemma 1.5. There is a bijection between commutative monoid objects in
M and multifunctors ∗ →M.
We will call a multicategory based if it comes with a distinguished mul-
tifunctor ∗ → M from the terminal multicategory. In particular the above
lemma tells us that a based multicategory is a multicategory with a pre-
ferred monoid object. Based multicategories form a category Mult∗ with
morphisms those multifunctors which preserve the structure of the basepoint
monoid.
Remark 1.6. Note that we are not requiring our multicategories to be based
at an initial, terminal, or zero object, but simply at some monoid.
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Definition 1.7. Given a multicategory M and a monoid object a ∈ M, an
a-module object is an object m ∈ M together with a distinguished (n+ 1)-
arrow µn ∈M(a, . . . , a,m : m) for each n ≥ 1 which are suitably compatible
under the composition.
Rather than spell out the specific composition compatibility conditions
of modules, we can describe module objects externally via multifunctors
out of a multicategory E that parameterizing monoid-module pairs. The
multicategory E consists of a monoid together with an additional object
that is a module over that monoid. Rigorously E has two objects 0 and 1,
and the multimorphism sets
E(a1, . . . , an : b) = {∗ if Σai = b, ∅ otherwise}
When M is based, so that it comes with a preferred monoid, we will call
a module over this monoid a module in M.
Lemma 1.8. Considering E as a multicategory based at 0, there is a bijec-
tion between modules in M and based multifunctors E →M.
We will be interested in a symmetric monoidal structure on Mult∗ which
characterizes bilinear maps.
Definition 1.9. Given multicategories M, N and P, the data of a bilinear
map f : (M,N )→ P is given by
(1) A function f : ob(M)× ob(N )→ ob(P)
(2) For each m-arrow (a1, . . . , am) → a of M and object b of N , an
m-arrow
(f(a1, b), . . . , f(an, b))→ f(a, b)
(3) For each n-arrow (b1, . . . , bm) → b of N and object a of M, an
n-arrow
(f(a, b1), . . . , f(a, bn))→ f(a, b)
Such that
(A1) For each fixed a in M the map f(a,−) : N → P is a multifunctor.
(A2) For each fixed b in N the map f(−, b) :M→ P is a multifunctor.
(A3) For a given m and n arrows (a1, . . . , am) → a and (b1, . . . , bm) → b
in M and N respectively, the two ways to produce an nm-arrow
(f(a1, b1), . . . , f(an, bm))→ f(a, b)
from (1) and (2) above are equal.
We call a bilinear map based if the multifunctors f(a,−), f(−, b) factor
through the basepoint of P when a or b is the basepoint of M or N . The
following theorem summarizes the results we will need about based multi-
categories from [EM09].
Theorem 1.10 (Elmendorf-Mandell). The category Mult∗ is a Mult∗-
enriched, tensored and cotensored, complete, and cocomplete symmetric monoidal
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category. The symmetric monoidal product, denoted ∧ represents based bi-
linear functors
Mult∗(M∧N ,P) ∼= Bilin∗(M,N : P) ∼=Mult∗(M,P
N )
By forgetting along the lax monoidal functors
Mult∗ →Mult→ Cat
we obtain a categorical enrichment on Mult∗.
Remark 1.11. Explicitly, the category Mult∗(M,N ) is the underlying cat-
egory of the internal hom multicategory NM, and has as its objects the
based multifunctors, and as its arrows the based multinatural transforma-
tions, which are a direct generalization of natural transformation to this
setting.
Remark 1.12. Notably the symmetric monoidal product on Mult∗ is not
derived from the cartesian product of multicategories.
The K-theory construction of [EM09] for based multicategories comes
in two parts: first the authors construct a category G∗ and a functor J :
Mult∗ → G∗-Cat, and then a functor G∗-Cat → Spectra. We will only be
interested in the functor J , but we choose to forgo a discussion of the cate-
gory G∗ until the next section, because we will bypass it via a composition
Mult∗
J
−→ G∗-Cat
i∗
−→ Γ-Cat, where i : Γ →֒ G∗ is a certain fully faithful
inclusion. By abuse of notation we also call this composition J .
By construction based multifunctors E → M pick out module objects
over the basepoint monoid of M. Taking cartesian powers of E now gives a
functor E• : Γop →Mult∗, as proven in [EM09, Thm 5.14]
Definition 1.13. The K-theory functor J : Mult∗ → Γ-Cat is given by
Mult∗(E
•,−).
We will often make use of the pushforward of this functor along the nerve
functor, which we denote NJ : Mult∗ → Γ-sSet.
2. The Homotopy Theory of Symmetric Functors
In this section we recall the category G∗ of [EM06] and study its homotopy
theory. More precisely, we will see that there is a model structure on G∗-sSet
which is Quillen Equivalent to the stable Q-model structure. The results of
this section will not be needed for our main theorems, but we include them
here in the interest of future work.
The category G∗ is constructed as the Grothendieck construction of a
certain functor, but since a complete account is already contained in the
original reference [EM09] we will give only a brief overview.
Definition 2.1. We denote by n the finite, nonempty set 0, 1, . . . , n con-
taining n+ 1 elements.
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Definition 2.2. The category G∗ has as objects finite lists of finite sets
(n1, . . . , nm), except that we identify (0) with any list (n1, . . . , nm) in which
at least one of the ni is 0.
A morphism in G∗ from (n1, . . . , nm)→ (k1, . . . , kt) is given by an injection
f : m → t and a collection of maps αi : nq−1(i) → ki for 1 ≤ i ≤ t, where
by convention if q−1(i) = ∅ then nq−1(i) = 1, the finite set with 2 elements.
We denote such a morphism by (f, {αi}). In addition we quotient out by all
morphisms such that any of the map nq−1(i) → ki in the collection factors
through 0.
The above definition makes G∗ into a based category at the zero object 0,
and makes the homsets themselves into based sets. From the definition of
morphisms we have
Lemma 2.3. The functor i : Γ → G∗ which sends an object n to the tuple
(n) and a morphism n
f
−→ m to (10, {f}) is fully faithful.
Recall Kan’s theorem on the transfer of model structures along right ad-
joints.
Theorem 2.4 (Kan). Let M be a cofibrantly generated model category with
a set of generating cofibrations I and a set of generating acyclic cofibrations
J , let N be a complete and cocomplete category, and let
F : M⇄ N : G
be an adjunction. Suppose that the following conditions hold:
(1) The left adjoint F preserves small objects; this is the case in partic-
ular when the right adjoint preserves filtered colimits.
(2) The right adjoint G takes maps that can be constructed as a trans-
finite composition of pushouts of elements of F (J) to weak equiva-
lences.
Then, there is a cofibrantly generated model category structure on N in which
• the set F (I) is a set of generating cofibrations,
• the set F (J) is a set of generating acyclic cofibrations,
• the weak equivalences are the maps that G takes to weak equivalences
in M and
• the fibrations are the maps that G takes to fibrations in M.
Furthermore, with respect to this model category structure, the adjunction
(F,G) is a Quillen pair.
To establish the model structure on G∗-sSet we make use of the following
general lemma on right transfer of model structure.
Lemma 2.5. Suppose N is a bicomplete category, M admits a cofibrantly
generated model structure, and we are given a functor i : N → M which
admits left and right adjoints R ⊢ i ⊢ L. Then the right transferred model
structure on N along i exists. Suppose further that L is fully faithful, then
i is a right Quillen equivalence.
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Proof. Because i preserves all colimits it preserves filtered colimits. Like-
wise, because transfinite composites of pushouts of cofibrations of trivial
cofibrations are a type of colimit, the acyclicity condition boils down to i
preserving weak equivalences, which it does by definition in the transferred
model structure. For the second statement, recall that for a right transferred
model structure to be Quillen equivalent to the original structure, we need
only check that the unit is a weak equivalence, but since L is fully faithful,
the unit is in fact an isomorphism. 
Remark 2.6. It is a standard categorical result that if one of the outer
functors of an adjoint triple is fully faithful that the other must be as well,
and so in the above lemma we could have also assumed R to be fully faithful.
See for example the nLab article on adjoint triples.
All we will need to apply this Lemma is the existence of the fully faithful
inclusion i : Γ →֒ G∗.
Proposition 2.7. There is a cofibrantly generated model structure on the
category G∗-sSet which is Quillen equivalent via the functor i
∗ to the Q model
structure on Γ-sSet
Proof. The fully faithful inclusion i : Γ →֒ G∗ admits a left adjoint c which
sends everything not in the image of i to the basepoint. Since i is fully
faithful, the right adjoint to i∗
c∗ : Γ-sSet →֒ G∗-sSet
is as well, and hence so is the left kan extension functor
L : Γ-sSet →֒ G∗-sSet
The lemma above now establishes the desired transferred equivalent model
structure. 
While we will not be interested in this model structure for its own sake,
considering that [EM06] introduced G∗-sSet to study multiplicative struc-
tures in K-theory, we believe it could be useful for that purpose in the
future.
3. The Category of E-modules
We begin with the following proposition from [EM09].
Proposition 3.1 (Elmendorf-Mandell). E is a commutative monoid object
in the symmetric monoidal category Mult∗.
In this section we study the category of modules over E, ModE , which
is a full subcategory of Mult∗. In particular we will show that ModE is a
reflective and coreflective subcategory. It is on this well-behaved subcategory
that we will place a model structure.
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Theorem 3.2 (Elmendorf-Mandell). The category of E-modules is a full
symmetric monoidal Cat enriched subcategory ofMult∗, with monoidal prod-
uct ∧E ∼= ∧. For any E-module M, the module structure map M∧E →M
is necessarily an isomorphism.
The adjoint to the module structure map is also an isomorphism. The
proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.2.
Proposition 3.3. For any E-module M, there is an isomorphism M →
ME. In particular for an E-module M we have isomorphisms
M∧ E ∼=M∼=ME
Proof. Let u denote the based multicategory ∗∐ [0], where [0] is the terminal
category considered as a multicategory, which serves as the monoidal unit
for ∧. The unit for the monoid E is given by the natural map u → E. In
particular the multifunctor E ∼= u ∧ E → E ∧ E is an inverse isomorphism
to the monoidal product E ∧E → E. Now we will show that for any based
multicategory N , the map −∧E : Mult∗(N ,M)→Mult∗(N ∧E,M∧E)
is an isomorphism. This will give a chain of natural isomorphisms
Mult∗(N ,M) ∼=Mult∗(N∧E,M∧E) ∼=Mult∗(N∧E,M) ∼=Mult∗(N ,M
E)
which shows that M∼=ME .
Our proposed inverse to − ∧ E is the map φ : Mult∗(N ∧ E,M∧ E) →
Mult∗(N ,M) which sends N ∧ E
f
−→M∧ E to the composite
N ∼= N ∧ u→ N ∧E
f
−→M∧ E ∼=M
Let f : N →M be any multifunctor. The composite φ ◦ (−∧E) takes f
to the multifunctor
N → N ∧E
f∧E
−−−→M∧ E
∼=
−→M
By naturality the square
N N ∧ E
M M∧ E
f f∧E
commutes and so we can replace the composite with
N
f
−→M→M∧E ∼=M
But the composite of the last two multifunctors is the identity because the
two multifunctors are inverse isomorphisms, as is spelled out in [EM09, Thm
5.1], and so the composite reduces to just f .
The exact same naturality argument proves that the composite −∧E ◦φ
is also the identity. 
Lemma 3.4. The fully faithful inclusion ModE →֒ Mult∗ admits left and
right adjoints
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ModE Mult∗
(−)E
⊣
E∧−
⊣
Proof. For any based multicategory N and E-module M there are isomor-
phisms.
ModE(N ∧E,M) ∼=Mult∗(N ∧E,M) ∼=Mult∗(N ,M
E) ∼=Mult∗(N ,M)
where the first isomorphism follows becauseModE →֒Mult∗ is fully faithful,
treating N ∧E as an E-module by multiplying in the E coordinate, and the
third is given by Lemma 3.3. Likewise we have isomorphisms
Mult∗(M,N ) ∼=Mult∗(M∧ E,N ) ∼=Mult∗(M,N
E) ∼=ModE(M,N
E)
which prove the desired adjunctions. 
From the definition of (co)reflective this proves
Corollary 3.5. The category ModE is a reflective and coreflective subcate-
gory of the category of based multicategories.
Remark 3.6. The right adjoint (−)E can be though of as taking a multicate-
gory to the category of modules over the basepoint monoid, in the sense that
the collection of multifunctors Mult∗(E,M) is the same as the collection of
objects of M which have a specified module structure over the basepoint.
In this way one can think of an E-module as something like a subcategory
of a category of modules over a monoid.
Example 3.7. Let R be a commutative ring. The category ModR of R-
bimodules, considered as a multicategory with the symmetric monoidal
structure ⊗R, carries the structure of an E-module.
To obtain our model structure onModE , we will describe a left adjoint to
the functor NJ = NMult∗(E
•,−), and we will use the resulting adjunction
to transfer the stable Q-model structure. To do this we will need to know
that this left adjoint lands naturally in ModE .
We let the left adjoint of the nerve functor be denoted ho.
Lemma 3.8. The functor NJ : Mult∗ → Γ-sSet admits a left adjoint which
lands in ModE.
Proof. This follows by a direct computation. Let X be in Γ-sSet and M a
based multicategory.
Γ-sSet(X,NJ(M)) ∼=
∫
m∈Γ sSet∗(Xm,Mult∗(E
m, NM))
∼=
∫
m∈ΓMult∗(ho(Xm) ∧ E
m,M)
∼= Mult∗(
∫m∈Γ
ho(Xm) ∧E
m,M)
= Mult∗(X ⊗Γ E
∗,M)
To see that the functor X ⊗Γ∗ E
∗ lands in ModE , we use [EM09, Thm
5.12] which says that for each m ∈ Γ, Em is an E-module, and since the
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monoidal product ∧ in Mult∗ preserves colimits, we can define the module
structure map
X ⊗Γ E
∗ ∧ E → X ⊗Γ E
∗
on each component Xm ∧ E
m using the module structure maps of Em. 
4. The Model Structure on ModE
The aim of this section is to use Kan’s Transfer Theorem 2.4 to prove
Theorem 4.1. The transferred model structure on ModE along the right
adjoint NJ from the stable Q-model structure exists.
We will call a based multifunctor a (stable) strict fibration or a (stable)
strict weak equivalence if it is taken by NJ to one.
As with most transfers of model structure, the crux of the argument is in
verifying the condition (2) of Theorem 2.4. To show this we will appeal to
Quillen’s path object argument, a proof of which is given in Proposition 4.8
for the readers convenience.
Theorem 4.2 (Quillen). Condition (2) of the Kan Transfer Theorem holds
if the proposed model structure admits
• A functorial fibrant replacement functor.
• For fibrant X, functorial factorization of the diagonal X → X ×X
into a weak equivalence followed by a fibration.
The goal then is to prove the existence of functorial path objects for stably
fibrant E-modules. We begin by noting
Lemma 4.3. The category ModE is complete and cocomplete.
Proof. As a bireflective subcategory, ModE is simultaneously a category of
algebras for the monad E ∧− and a category of coalgebras for the comonad
(−)E . Hence the fully faithful inclusion ModE →֒ Mult∗ creates all limits
and colimits. The claim now follows because Mult∗ is bicomplete. 
Lemma 4.4. The right adjoint NJ preserves filtered colimits.
Proof. Recall that the nerve functor preserves filtered colimits because it
is given levelwise by Cat([n],−) and [n] is compact. Likewise, J preserves
filtered colimits because the powers En are compact. 
Our path object factorizations will be based on a multicategory which
parameterizes module morphisms. Let I denote the based multicategory
consisting of a basepoint monoid, two modules, and an arrow between them
which preserves the module structure. Rigorously I consists of objects 0, 1, 2
such that the full sub-multicategories on {0, 1} and {0, 2} are isomorphic to
E, and such that the multimorphism sets I(a1, . . . , an : 2) are empty unless
exactly one of the ai is 1 or 2 and the rest are 0 in which case they are
singleton sets. In particular there is a unique 1-arrow 1→ 2.
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Lemma 4.5. For any based multicategory M, there is an isomorphism of
categories Mult∗(I,M) ∼=Mult∗(E,M)
[1].
Proof. An object of Mult∗(I,M) is a multifunctor that parameterizes a
module map between modules. An object of Mult∗(E,M)
[1] is a multi-
natural transformation between two multifunctors E →M which each pick
out a module object in M. The data of such a transformation is a 1-arrow
between the two modules inM. The multinaturality condition says precisely
that the 1-arrow preserves the module structure. Thus the two categories
have the same objects. A similar check shows that the categories have the
same arrows in a compatible fashion, giving the claimed isomorphism. 
Before we prove the existence of path factorizations we recall Quillen’s
Theorem A.
Theorem 4.6 (Quillen). If F : C → D is a functor such that for each object
d ∈ D the simplicial set N(d/F ) is contractible, then F induces a homotopy
equivalence NF : NC → ND.
Proposition 4.7. For a stably fibrant E-module M the sequence E ∨E →֒
I → E induces a factorization
M
≃
−→MI ։M×M
into a strict weak equivalence followed by a stable fibration.
Proof. To show that the first map is a strict weak equivalence we must show
that for each n
NMult∗(E
n,M)→ NMult∗(E
n,MI)
is a weak equivalence. By adjunction this map has the form
NMult∗(E,M
En)→ NMult∗(I,M
En)
and so it suffices to show that for any E module M
NMult∗(E,M)
0∗
−→ NMult∗(I,M)
is a strict weak equivalence. Let A : E → M be any object of the left
hand side, representing a module object A ∈ M, then the multifunctor
1A : I → M choosing the identity at A is an initial object in the slice
category A/0∗. This implies that the slice is contractible, and so by Quillen’s
Theorem A the map 0∗ is a weak equivalence.
For the second map, recall that because the stable Q-model structure is
defined by a localization, every strict fibration between stably fibrant objects
is a stable fibration, so it suffices to show that the map is a strict fibration
and that the domain and codomain are stably fibrant. Recall that this
means we need to show that they are levelwise Kan complexes, that they
satisfy the Segal condition, and that their π0 is a group. By Lemma 4.5,
NMult∗(E
∗,MI) ∼= NMult∗(E
∗,M)∆[1]
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This object is clearly levelwise Kan, and satisfies
π0NMult∗(E,M)
[1] ∼= π0NMult∗(E,M)
The Segal condition comes from cotensoring the assumed weak equivalences
NMult∗(E
n,M)
≃
−→ NMult∗(E,M) × · · · ×NMult∗(E,M)
by ∆[1], which remains a weak equivalence because the left and right hand
side are Kan complexes, and so this object is stably fibrant. Finally the
object NMult∗(E
∗,M) × NMult∗(E
∗,M) is stably fibrant because this
property is closed under products. 
Now we can conclude the existence of the model structure by using
Quillen’s path object argument, which we provide a proof of for convenience.
Proposition 4.8. Every multifunctor with the left lifting property against
all stable fibrations is a weak equivalence.
Proof. Let f : X → Y lift against stable fibrations and choose stably fibrant
replacements X˜, Y˜ in ModE . Consider the following diagram
X Y Y˜
Pf Y˜ I
X × Y X˜ × Y˜ Y˜ × Y˜
X˜ Y˜
i
f
(1×f)
≃
≃
y
≃ (f×1)
f˜
The map π : Pf → X˜ × Y˜ → X˜ is a weak equivalence because it is the
pullback of the trivial fibration Y˜ I ։ Y˜ . Because πi : X → X˜ is a weak
equivalence it follows that i is as well. Because the map Pf → X˜ × Y˜ → Y˜
is a fibration there is a lift in the diagram
X Pf
Y Y˜
≃
f
≃
and so by the two of six property the map f is a weak equivalence. 
The choice to restrict from Mult∗ to ModE was made in order to use
the path object argument, which requires a factorization of the diagonal
M → M ×M. The issue with based multicategories which are not E-
modules is that cotensoring with E ∨ E →֒ I → E provides a factorization
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instead of the diagonalME →ME ×ME , which is different as Proposition
3.3 does not apply in general.
Note however that the functor J induces a levelwise isomorphism
J(ME)
∼=
−→ J(M)
because every multifunctor out of an E-module factors through ME , and
so no K-theoretic information is being lost, in a very strict sense, upon this
restriction.
If we insist on working with the category Mult∗, we can at the least lift
the model structure on ModE along the adjunction
Mult∗ ModE
(−)E
⊣
to a semi -model structure on Mult∗.
Definition 4.9. A semi-model structure on a categoryM is a choice of three
classes of arrows: weak equivalences, fibrations, and cofibrations, which sat-
isfy the usual model category axioms
(M1) M is bicomplete.
(M2) The weak equivalences are closed under the two of three property.
(M3) The three classes of maps are closed under retracts.
Except we replace axioms M4, M5 with the following weaker axioms
(M4’) • The fibrations have the right lifting property with respect to
trivial cofibrations with cofibrant domain.
• The trivial fibrations have the right lifting property with respect
to cofibrations with cofibrant domain.
(M5’) • Every morphism with cofibrant domain factors into a cofibra-
tion followed by a trivial fibration.
• Every morphism with cofibrant domain factors into a trivial
cofibration followed by a fibration.
(M6’) The initial object is cofibrant.
The idea is that once we restrict to just the cofibrant objects of a semi-
model structure we are effectively working in a model category, with all
of our familiar model categorical tools available to us. For this reason a
semi-model structure is often sufficient to do homotopy theory. For more
information on the power of semi-model structures, see for example [F09].
We will need the following variant of the Kan transfer theorem for semi-
model structures from [F09, Thm 12.1.4].
Theorem 4.10 (Fresse). Let M be a cofibrantly generated model category
with a set of generating cofibrations I and a set of generating trivial cofibra-
tions J , let N be a complete and cocomplete category, and let
F : M⇄ N : U
be an adjunction. Furthermore let F (Nc) = {F (i) : i is a cof in N}.
Suppose that the following conditions hold.
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(1) The right adjoint preserves filtered colimits.
(2) Letting ∅ ∈ M denote the initial object, UF (∅) is cofibrant
(3) For any F (Nc)-cell complex A with U(A) cofibrant, and any pushout
F (K) A
F (L) B
F (i) f
U(f) is a (trivial) cofibration when i is a (trivial) cofibration with
cofibrant domain.
Then, there is a cofibrantly generated semi-model category structure on N
in which
• the set F (I) is a set of generating cofibrations,
• the set F (J) is a set of generating acyclic cofibrations,
• U creates weak equivalences and fibrations and preserves cofibrations.
Theorem 4.11. The adjunction
Mult∗ ModE
(−)E
⊣
endows Mult∗ with the structure of a cofibrantly generated semi-model struc-
ture.
Proof. The right adjoint (−)E preserves filtered colimits, and the initial
object is clearly cofibrant as it is (trivially) in ModE . Therefore we need
only check condition (3) of 4.10, which in our case reads as follows: given
any (trivial) cofibration of E-modules with cofibrant domain, i : K → L,
and any cell complex A, the morphism f in the pushout
K A
L B
i f
is a (trivial) cofibration. Now by [F09, 12.1.3] A is necessarily cofibrant,
however note that for any based multicategory M, the inclusionME →֒ M
is taken by (−)E to an isomorphism and so is a trivial fibration. So since
∅ → A is a cofibration with cofibrant domain, there is a lift
AE
A A
which implies an isomorphismAE ∼= A. Hence A is necessarily an E-module.
Thus the above pushout takes place entirely in ModE (which in particular
is closed under pushouts), and so f is a (trivial) cofibration because ModE
is a model category. 
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Remark 4.12. It may be that the above semi-model structure is a fully
fledged model structure, but the proof of this would require more careful
analysis since we cannot make use of our particular path object factorization
for ModE .
Now we focus on recapturing Thomason’s theorem in our setting. Thoma-
son deals specifically with the equivalence of homotopy categories given
by Segal’s functor NK : SymMonCat → Γ-Cat → Γ-sSet. Since we have
changed our consideration to Mult∗ and again to ModE we will need the
following proposition relating these three categories. In each case, by the
stable homotopy category we refer to the homotopy category of the relative
category obtained by equipping each category with stable weak equivalences
created by the suitable K-theory functor.
Proposition 4.13. The stable homotopy categories of the following three
categories are equivalent
• The category SymMonCat of symmetric monoidal categories and
strict monoidal functors.
• The category Mult∗ of based multicategories and based multifunctors.
• The ccategory ModE of E-modules and based multifunctors.
Proof. The equivalence of the first two follows from the discussion of Section
3 in [M10] using the comonadic adjunction
Mult∗ SymMonCat⊣
described in Section 4 of [EM09]. The equivalence of the homotopy cate-
gories of Mult∗ and ModE follows from the fact that J(M
E)→ J(M) is a
levelwise isomorphism, so the adjunction
Mult∗ ModE
(−)E
⊣
gives the desired equivalence at the level of homotopy categories. 
We now obtain as our second main result the desired upgrade of Thoma-
son’s theorem.
Theorem 4.14. The right Quillen functor NJ : ModE → Γ-sSet is a
Quillen equivalence.
Proof. By the transfer theorem, the functor is already right Quillen. Because
NJ creates weak equivalences, the composite
ModE
NJ
−−→ Γ-sSet→ Ho(Γ-sSet)
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factors through the derived functor
Ho(NJ) : Ho(ModE)→ Ho(Γ-sSet)
By [EM09] there is a natural isomorphism
Mult∗ Γ-sSet
SymMonCat
∼=
NJ
i
NK
Likewise there is a natural isomorphism by Lemma 3.4
ModE Γ-sSet
Mult∗
∼=
NJ
(−)E
NJ
Putting these together we have a natural isomorphism
NK ∼= NJ ◦ (i(−))E
By [T95] or [M10] the functor Ho(NK) is an equivalence on homotopy
categories, and by Proposition 4.13 Ho((i(−))E) is as well. Because all
of the functors under consideration create weak equivalences the derived
functors compose up to isomorphism, and thus it follows from the two out
of three property that Ho(NJ) is an equivalence. 
At the level ofMult∗ we immediately have the following corollary, treating
a model structure as a special type of semi-model structure.
Corollary 4.15. The functor NJ : Mult∗ → Γ-sSet is a right Quillen
equivalence of semi-model structures.
5. Symmetric Monoidal Groupoids
In this final section we characterize the fibrant objects in ModE in order
to give an application of Theorem 4.1.
To better understand the categoriesMult∗(E
n,M) we need to understand
the multicategories En. Fortunately these turn out to have a very natural
description. Consider for example E2. We denote the objects (00, 10, 01, 11).
The multi-homsets in the product are the product of multi-homsets, and so
we see in particular
• The object 00 is a monoid.
• Every object is a module over 00.
• There are no interesting 1-arrows.
• There is an interesting 2-arrow (01, 10) → 11.
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The data of a based multifunctor E2 →M is given then by three modules
A01, A10, A11 and a 2-arrow (A01, A10) → A11. If we consider E
3 we have
a very similar structure: There is a monoid object 000 together with 8
modules ijk where each of i, j, and k takes the value 0 or 1. There are still
no 1-arrows, and there is a distinguished 3-arrow (100, 010, 001) → (111).
However there are now interesting 2-arrows, for example (011, 100) → 111
and (010, 100) → 110. In fact we see that there will be an m-arrow
(i1j1k1, . . . , imjmkm)→ ijk
precisely when Σil = i,Σjl = j, and Σkl = k. The situation is similar for
general n. In particular letting 1i ∈ E
n denote the object which is 0 in every
coordinate except the ith, En contains a distinguished n-arrow
(11, . . . , 1n)→ 11 . . . 1
A multifunctor En →M picks out exactly this data inM. An enlightening
example is given by the following.
Example 5.1. LetM be a symmetric monoidal category. The following dia-
gram represents a particularly special multifunctor E3 →M, not counting
the basepoint of M.
A⊗B ⊗ C
A⊗B A⊗ C B ⊗ C
A B C
The distinguished 3-arrow is given by an isomorphism
A⊗B ⊗ C
∼=
−→ A⊗B ⊗ C
The 2-arrows (011, 100)
∼=
−→ 111 and (010, 100) → 110 correspond to the
isomorphisms
(B ⊗ C)⊗A
∼=
−→ A⊗B ⊗ C B ⊗A
∼=
−→ A⊗B
In fact, for any symmetric monoidal category M, the Γ-space NJ(M) sat-
isfies the Segal conditions since the map
NMult∗(E
n,M)
pn
−→ NMult∗(E,M) × · · · ×NMult∗(E,M)
is a weak equivalence by Quillen’s Theorem A: for each object of the right
hand side, represented as a collection of modules (A1, . . . , An), the slice
(A1, . . . , An)/pn has an initial object given as above.
Every symmetric monoidal groupoid whose set of objects forms an abelian
group is fibrant in our model structure. Conversely we have
Proposition 5.2. Every fibrant object in ModE is stably equivalent to a
symmetric monoidal groupoid.
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Proof. Let M be fibrant. The Segal conditions, combined with levelwise
fibrancy of NJ(M) imply that there are maps
NMult∗(E,M)
×n ≃−→ NMult∗(E
n,M)→ NMult∗(E,M)
and hence also functors on the level of the underlying category of M
⊗n :M× · · · ×M→M
which are compatible and endow the underlying category ofM with a sym-
metric monoidal structure. We refer to the resulting symmetric monoidal
category as M⊗, which we consider as a multicategory based at the unit
with
M⊗(a1, . . . , an : b) =M(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an, b)
Now for any a1, . . . , an ∈ M the nerve of the slice N(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an/M) is
contractible because it has an initial object. The Segal conditions give that
each of the fibers
NMult∗(E
n,M)(a1,...,an) NMult∗(E
n,M)
∆[0] NMult∗(E,M) × · · · ×NMult∗(E,M)
≃
y
≃
is contractible as well, and so there are equivalences for each a1, . . . , an
NMult∗(E
n,M)(a1 ,...,an) ≃ N(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an/M)
However this must be true as well for M⊗ since it satisfies the Segal con-
dition, and since N(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an/M) ∼= N(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an/M
⊗) we have
equivalences
NMult∗(E
n,M)(a1,...,an) ≃ NMult∗(E
n,M⊗)(a1,...,an)
which assemble into equivalences
NMult∗(E
n,M) ≃ NMult∗(E
n,M⊗)
Now there is an inclusion of multicategories M⊗ → M which is the
identity on objects and acts on n-arrowsM(a1⊗· · ·⊗an, b)→M(a1, . . . , an :
b) by pulling back along the canonical n-arrow a1, . . . , an → a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an.
By the above argument this multifunctor is taken by NJ to a levelwise
equivalence. 
In light of the Quillen equivalence of Theorem 4.14 every connective spec-
trum is stably equivalent to the K-theory of some cofibrant-fibrant object
of ModE , this proves immediately a refinement of Thomason’s theorem.
Theorem 5.3. Every connective spectrum arises up to stable equivalence as
the K-theory of a symmetric monoidal groupoid.
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As a final remark, note that any fibrant object satisfies also that π0M is a
group. This would seem to imply thatM⊗ is a Picard groupoid, a symmetric
monoidal groupoid in which every object is invertible with respect to the
monoidal product, except that it is not a priori clear that this multiplicative
structure on π0 is related to the monoidal structure on M
⊗.
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